Interactive cover sheets
Interactive cover sheets (ICS)1 are like the submission cover sheets some students hand in with their
coursework, but with added interactivity. This takes the form of prompts and spaces for students to analyse
their own strengths and areas for development, and to identify areas where they would like feedback. This
dialogue with assessors is key to negotiating the meaning both of assessment guidance and written feedback2.
Research by the Equality Challenge Unit3 found that black and minority ethnic (BME) students sought dialogue
to understand what tutors are looking for, and therefore to have confidence in marking. The report
recommends that institutions consider ways to ‘strengthen conversations with students about study
expectations, standards, performance criteria, assessment and feedback’. Likewise, for international
students, tutor-student dialogue is key to understanding the expectations of UK assessment4. ICSs are suitable
for most coursework where feedback is given, and have also been used for exams.
Thinking about earlier feedback, what were the key points and what action did you take in response to prepare for this coursework? (Type below.)

Self-evaluate your work by selecting the descriptor which best describes your coursework (select one
descriptor for each criterion).
Criterion: understanding and argumentation
Thorough:
insightful; evidence
of independent
critical judgement.

Thorough
understanding of
relevant material;
insightful discussion
and analysis

Good understanding
of important facts
and concepts;
substantive analysis
of issues

Sound: relevant
material, but
limited range or
depth; more
descriptive than
analytical

Basic: some
knowledge but little
detail; minimal
analysis

Adequate:
appropriate but
limited material;
ineffective use of
evidence

Skeletal: sparse
coverage of basic
material;
unsuccessful use of
evidence

Asking students how they incorporated
earlier feedback promotes continued
reflection
☐ on feedback.
☒
☐
Criterion: selection and coverage
Extensive range
applied insightfully;
very effective use
of evidence to
support argument

Comprehensive: a
range of relevant
material used,
demonstrating
independent study

☐

☐

Excellent structure
and focus; clear
and fluent style;
compelling
argument

Well-structured and
focussed; clear and
fluent style;
persuasive argument

☐

☒

Criterion: structure and style

Good use of relevant
sources, employment
of a range of
evidence

☒
Good: coherent and
logical

☐

Presentation
Is the text grammatical and easy to understand?
Is the text correctly punctuated?
Is the spelling correct?
Is the text adequately referenced?
Is there an adequate bibliography?
Does it observe the word count limit (+/-10%)?
Comments (Type below.)

☒
☒
☒
☐
☐
☒

☐

Explain what was good about this aspect and
what could be improved? (Type below.)

Poor: inaccuracy;
key issues not
identified,
inadequate analysis
or none

☐

☐
Poor:
inappropriate or
inaccurate material

☐

☐

☐

Sound: generally
clear but awkward
structure and/or
limited
development

Adequate but unclear
or disorganised in
places

Poor: disorganized
and unclear;
incoherent
argument; too
short

☐

☐

☐

Students develop their
own judgement by
engaging with the criteria
descriptors and levels
assessors use.
These prompts initiate
dialogue and activate
students’ responsibility.

List some questions for the assessor – what would you like their feedback on / help with?

Include space for summary
comments pulling together
the main points.

This student self-evaluation can
be duplicated directly below for
staff assessors to complete.

Figure 1- example of how an interactive coversheet might be implemented

Benefits

Good to know

Fosters the kind of dialogue between teachers and
students which is viewed as key to good feedback
practice5.

To avoid the ICS becoming a tick box exercise for
students, explain the educational rationale. Consider
making feedback conditional on their engagement.

Approaching feedback as a process (rather than
transmissively as a product or event) develops
students’ judgement and control over the process, and
so reduces dependency on assessors6.

Approach the ICS itself as a feedback exercise – do not
grade students’ self-evaluations. To promote engagement,
consider making completion worth a small percentage of
the assignment.

The intention is that students take more notice of
feedback they specifically request, and that it can
better inform their understanding of the goals and
standards of their subject discipline7.

To guide students’ attention to the most important aspects
of the work, provide the criteria on the ICS. If the ICS is
too open students may misprioritise their attention.

ICSs can promote consistent feedback across several
markers.

If students need support to identify their own weaknesses
and strengths, consider a guided marking activity, or
making comments on a draft.

ICS is a sustainable approach to feedback which scales Encourage students to self-monitor by drafting the open
up to larger cohorts8.
responses of the ICS as they prepare their work.
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